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Is theater a place where you leave

your troubles outside or a place

where you confront and work

through them?  Three new

openings in Dallas show artistic

directors are similarly brave in

the way they boldly tackle three

of the most politically divisive

issues of our time. 

From left: Maya Malan-Gonzalez, Ivan Jasso, Liz Magallanes
and David Zaldivar perform in Deferred Action, a Cara Mia
Theatre Company production presented in partnership with
SMU's Meadows' Ignite/Arts Dallas Initiative, that will tour
Sept. 14-Nov. 19.  (Linda Blase)

In the wake of President Donald

Trump's announcement to rescind

Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals

protections for the nearly 800,000

unauthorized immigrants who were

brought to the U.S. as children, Cara

Mia Theatre is opening a tour of

Deferred Action on Thursday, Sept. 14
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Mieko Hicks (left)
and Shannon Walker
talk about being
transgender. They
will perform in "In
the Tall Grass," a
world premiere
docudrama by Paul
Kalburgi, at the
Bishop Arts Theatre.
The play is about the
unsolved 2015
murder of a
transgender person
in Dallas. (Ron
Heflin/Special
Contributor)

at Southern Methodist

University.  The play, about the

struggles of a young person who grew

up fighting for his right to stay in the

U.S., premiered last year at Dallas

Theater Center.

Meanwhile, less than a month after

Trump signed a directive banning

transgender military recruits, Bishop

Arts Theatre Center is opening a world

premiere called In The Tall Grass

on Thursday. This docudrama by Paul

Kalburgi shares testimonies about the

unsolved murder of a transgender

woman of color in Dallas in 2015. Two

Dallas transgender women, Shannon

Walker and Mieko Hicks, are in the

cast.  

 The death of a woman protesting  a

white supremacist rally in  Virginia

 may come to mind as patrons watch

Miller, Mississippi, DTC's world

premiere of Boo Killebrew's play about

a family that includes a white

supremacist.

The creators of these shows weren't

seeking to capitalize on current events,

which in all three cases came to a head
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From left: Dylan
Godwin, Leah Karpel,
Liz Mikel, and Alex
Organ perform in the
world premiere of
Boo Killebrew's
 Miller, Mississippi  at
the Wyly Theatre in
Dallas. (Jason Janik)

long after work had started. The

artists took on the issues out of a sense

of mission.

Killebrew grew up in Mississippi

among people who ended up espousing

racist views. She says she had to push

through her fear of alienating and

angering people as she labored over

her play.  Ultimately, she says, her goal

was to present insights, but not

solutions to racism.

"I am willing to be uncomfortable, if it

can lead us to have sobering

conversations in the safe place of the

theater," Killebrew says. The show runs

through Oct. 1 at Wyly Theatre.

'Miller, Mississippi':
Playwright Boo Killebrew
paints a portrait of white
supremacist as a young

T H E A T E R

Cara Mia's executive artistic director,

David Lozano, and Lee Trull, DTC's

director of new play development. co-

wrote Deferred Action after extensive

interviews with people who were

brought to America without
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documents as children, also known as

"Dreamers." Tour stops are planned at

SMU,  Denton, Houston and Los

Angeles.

They expected their play
on immigration wouldn’t
be timely. They were
wrong.

A R T S

"This is the perfect time for people to

see Deferred Action," Lozano writes in

an email. "We are able to bring key

aspects of the Dreamers' experiences to

life right before audiences' eyes. ...

Hopefully, this touring production can

inspire people to tell Congress that

DACA must stay and that our country

needs immigration reform now."

The voices of Shannon Walker and

Mieko Hicks break as they talk about

how emotional it is to tell the story of

the murder of a transgender woman,

Shade Schuler, 22, in In the Tall Grass.

"I'm excited and scared," says  Walker

at Bishop Arts Theatre Center before a

rehearsal began.

"That could have been me," Walker

https://www.dallasnews.com/arts/arts/2016/04/22/they-expected-their-play-on-immigration-wouldnt-be-timely.-they-were-wrong.
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says, referring to Schuler.

MyNPP
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"There are parts of this script that I

want people to get," Hicks says,

referring to people who don't know

much about the challenges

transgender people face daily, from the

ongoing threat of violence, to conflicts

over which restroom they can use and

difficulties in getting work.

Hicks says she would like people to

judge her not as a transgender actress

but as an actress.
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"We want to get to a point where we're

just seen as people," she says. 

As these shows confront hot-button

issues, it's good to remember that even

shows that we think of as traditional

are the ones that can rattle our cages

and make us question how we can do

better. 

Consider that South Pacific opened on

Broadway in 1949. To what extent did

the song, "You've Got to be Carefully

Taught," which decried the way

prejudice is instilled in children, help

turn hearts and minds in the direction

of the civil rights victories that would

be enacted 15 years later?

Change takes time. In chemical

experiments, catalysts speed up

change. In society, theater can be the

catalyst. The only way to find out how

powerful these plays will be in

changing hearts and minds is to go see

them and stick around for the

conversation in the safe place of the

theater. 

Plan your life
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Miller, Mississippi continues through

Oct. 1. Dallas Theater Center at the

Wyly Theatre, 2400 Flora St., Dallas.

$20-$101, subject to change. 214-880-

0202. DallasTheaterCenter.org

In the Tall Grass, Sept. 14-24. Bishop

Arts Theatre, 215 S. Tyler, Dallas. $18-

$22. 214-948-0716.

bishopartstheatre.org

Deferred Action, Sept. 14-17 at

Southern Methodist University; Sept.

21-23 at University of North Texas in

Denton; Sept. 27-29 at Latino Cultural

Center; Oct. 5-7 at Talento Bilingue in

Houston; Encuentro de las Americas

International Theatre Festival in Los

Angeles, Oct. 29-Nov. 19 at Latino

Theatre Company in association with

the Latinx Theatre Commons in L.A.

$10-$18. 214-516-0706.

caramiatheatre.org

CORRECTION, 9:09 a.m., Sept. 8.

2017: Updated to correct the spelling

of the name of the playwright of In the

Tall Grass. He is Paul Kalburgi, not

Kaburgi.
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